We present Spitzer 5-15 µm spectroscopy of one cool white dwarf and 3.6 -8 µm photometry of 51 cool white dwarfs with T eff < 6000 K. The majority of our targets have accurate BVRIJHK photometry and trigonometric parallax measurements available, which enables us to perform a detailed model atmosphere analysis using their optical, near-and mid-infrared photometry with state-of-theart model atmospheres. We demonstrate that the optical and infrared spectral energy distributions of cool white dwarfs are well reproduced by our grid of models. Our best fit models are consistent with the observations within 5% in all filters except the IRAC 8 µm band, which has the lowest signal-to-noise ratio photometry. Excluding the ultracool white dwarfs, none of the stars in our sample show significant mid-infrared flux deficits or excesses. The non-detection of mid-infrared excess flux around our ≈2-9 Gyr old targets constrain the fraction of cool white dwarfs with warm debris disks to 0.8 +1.5 −0.8 %.
Introduction
Devoid of any nuclear burning, white dwarfs simply cool with time. This well understood cooling process (Mestel 1952 ) enables astronomers to use them as cosmic chronometers. The absence of white dwarfs fainter than log(L/L ⊙ ) = −4.5 in the Solar Neighborhood is used as evidence of the finite age of the Galactic disk (Winget et al. 1987) . The best estimate for the age of the Galactic disk based on the white dwarf luminosity function is 8 ± 1.5 Gyr (Leggett et al. 1998; Harris et al. 2006) . This method has now been applied to two halo globular clusters, M4 and NGC 6397 (Hansen et al. 2002 .
Prior to the Spitzer Space Telescope, the oldest white dwarfs in the Solar Neighborhood could not be observed in the mid-infrared due to their faintness. Therefore, the luminosities of cool white dwarfs were estimated using optical and near-infrared photometry, and bolometric corrections based on white dwarf model atmospheres. An observational check on these corrections is required to confirm their reliability. Such studies by Kilic et al. (2006a) ; Tremblay & Bergeron (2007) and Kilic et al. (2008a) showed that the white dwarf models are able to explain the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of almost all cool white dwarfs with T eff ≥ 6000 K. However, significant mid-infrared flux deficits compared to model predictions were discovered for one star, LHS 1126.
The main atmospheric constituents in cool white dwarfs are hydrogen and helium, though trace amounts of heavier elements are also observed in some white dwarfs. The atmospheric compositions of white dwarfs hotter than 5000 K can generally be constrained based on the presence of Balmer lines. However, Balmer lines disappear below about 5000 K, and optical spectroscopy cannot be used to identify hydrogen versus helium rich white dwarfs. The most critical opacity sources in cool hydrogen-rich white dwarf atmospheres are believed to be collision induced absorption (CIA) in the infrared (Hansen 1998; Saumon & Jacobson 1999) and Ly α in the ultraviolet (Kowalski & Saumon 2006; Koester & Wolff 2000) . The primary opacity source in helium-rich white dwarfs is He − free-free absorption (Kowalski et al. 2007) . Helium atmospheres are much denser than hydrogen atmospheres at the same temperature. Therefore if hydrogen is present, collisions between H 2 molecules and neutral helium can induce CIA. This opacity becomes significant at higher temperatures compared to pure hydrogen atmospheres.
CIA opacity is expected to produce molecular absorption features in the near-infrared, but current CIA calculations do not predict absorption bands in the mid-infrared. Therefore, the observed mid-infrared flux deficits for LHS 1126 imply that either the CIA calculations in white dwarf atmospheres are incomplete, or these flux deficits are caused by some other mechanism
1 . An important question for white dwarf cosmochronology is whether LHS 1126 is unique or not. The previous Spitzer observations of cool white dwarfs included only a few stars cooler than 6000 K, and the mid-infrared flux distributions of the oldest white dwarfs in the Solar Neighborhood have not been studied yet.
In order to understand the mid-infrared SEDs of cool white dwarfs and the CIA opacity, we used the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004 ) on the Spitzer Space Telescope to observe 53 nearby cool white dwarfs. We also used the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) to observe one of our targets. In this paper, we present IRAC photometry and IRS spectroscopy of these stars and perform detailed model atmosphere analysis using both optical and infrared data. Our observations and model fits are discussed in §2 and §3, respectively, while implications of these data are discussed in §4 and §5.
Sample Selection, Observations, and Reductions
We selected our targets from the samples of Bergeron et al. (1997 Bergeron et al. ( , 2001 Bergeron et al. ( , 2005 . The beauty of this sample selection is that Bergeron et al. provided accurate BVRIJHK photometry and trigonometric parallax measurements for the majority of our targets. Our sample also includes three cool white dwarfs found in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) by Kilic et al. (2006b) . These three stars have near-infrared photometry from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Cutri et al. 2003) . We also added three ultracool white dwarfs, LHS 3250 (Harris et al. 1999) , CE 51 , and WD 0346+246 (Hambly et al. 1997) , to our sample to extend our study to T eff < 4000 K. The majority of our targets have accurate coordinates and proper motions measured by Lépine & Shara (2005) , which is very helpful in identifying these faint objects in crowded fields.
Observations reported here were obtained as part of our Cycle 3 GO-Program 30208 (PI: M. Kilic). We obtained 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8 µm images for 53 cool white dwarfs including two common proper motion systems in 51 Astronomical Observation Requests (AORs). Depending on the source brightnesses, integration times of 30 or 100 seconds per dither, with five or nine dithers for each target, were used. We reduced the data using both IRAF and IDL routines. Our reduction procedures are similar to the procedures employed by Kilic et al. (2008a) and Mullally et al. (2007) . Briefly, we use the IRAF PHOT and IDL astrolib packages to perform aperture photometry on the individual BCD frames from the latest available IRAC pipeline reduction (S14.4.0, S15.3.0, S15.0.5, or S16.1.0 for our targets). In order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, we used a 5 pixel aperture for bright, isolated objects, and 2 or 3 pixel apertures for faint objects or objects in crowded fields. Following the IRAC calibration procedure, corrections for the location of the source in the array were taken into account before averaging the fluxes of each of the dithered frames at each wavelength. Channel 1 (3.6µm) photometry was also corrected for the pixel-phase-dependence (see the IRAC Data Handbook). The results from IRAF and IDL reductions were consistent within the errors. The photometric error bars were estimated from the observed scatter in the 5 (or 9) images (corresponding to the dither positions) plus the 3% absolute calibration error, added in quadrature. Finally, we divided the estimated fluxes by the color corrections for a Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum (Reach et al. 2005) . These corrections are 1.0111, 1.0121, 1.0155, and 1.0337 for the 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8 µm bands, respectively 2 .
We present the average fluxes measured from the Spitzer images in Table 1 . Two of the stars in our sample, WD 0346+246 and WD 1310−472 were blended with brighter stars, which prohibited us from performing photometry on these objects. These two stars are not included in Table 1 . Another common proper motion binary system, WD0727+482A and WD0727+482B, was unresolved in IRAC images, and the photometry presented in Table 1 is the total flux from the system. We included this flux measurement for completeness purposes, however we do not include these two stars in our analysis for the remainder of the paper. Five other stars, WD 0222+648, WD 0551+468, WD 0851−246 (CE 51), WD 1247+550, and WD 2054−050, are near brighter stars in the IRAC images, and the photometry is probably affected by these nearby sources. We present the photometry for these five stars and include them in our analysis, but do not use them to draw any conclusions.
As part of our Cycle 3 program, we also used the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS, Houck et al. 2004 ) Short-Low module in the first and second orders to obtain 5-15 µm spectroscopy of the brightest cool white dwarf in our sample, Wolf 489 (WD 1334+039). These observations consisted of 44 cycles of 1 min exposures and were performed on 2007 July 29. For each of the 44 basic calibrated spectral images (BCDs) at each of the two nod positions and each of the two orders of the IRS, a cube was compiled. Each cube was collapsed into a spectral image, using a robust average. Outlier pixels with respect to a 5 × 5 box median were replaced with the median, to account for rogue and dead pixels. The two nodded spectral images for each order were differenced. A significant spatial gradient is evident in the nod difference images, so we removed a row-by-row (i.e. approximately constant wavelength) median spanning spectral order on the nod-difference image. The background-subtracted difference images were analyzed using SMART (Higdon et al. 2004 ), using manual extractions of tapered apertures and local background subtraction from the portion of the slit not covered by the source. The extracted spectra were merged and rebinned using a logarithmic bin spacing, yielding the final spectrum.
Model Atmospheres and the Fitting Procedures
We use state of the art white dwarf model atmospheres to fit the BVRIJHK and Spitzer photometry of our targets. Our fitting procedure is the same as the method employed by Tremblay & Bergeron (2007) . Briefly, the magnitudes are converted into monochromatic fluxes using the zero points derived from the Vega (STIS) spectrum integrated over the passband for each filter. The resulting fluxes are then compared with those predicted from the model atmospheres, integrated over the same bandpass. We use the parallax measurements to constrain the surface gravity, if available. Otherwise, we assume a surface gravity of log g = 8. The model atmospheres include the Ly α far red wing opacity (Kowalski & Saumon 2006) as well as non-ideal physics of dense helium that includes refraction (Kowalski & Saumon 2004) , ionization equilibrium (Kowalski et al. 2007) , and the non-ideal dissociation equilibrium of H 2 (Kowalski 2006) . Using these models, Kowalski & Saumon (2006) were able to reproduce the ultraviolet to near-infrared spectral energy distributions of several cool white dwarfs including the DA star BPM 4729. This star has a UV spectrum that can only be reproduced by pure hydrogen atmosphere models including the Ly α opacity. This opacity occurs due to collisions of hydrogen atoms with H 2 , and it dominates at λ ≤ 6000Å for cool white dwarfs, i.e. when H 2 forms. Even though the Ly α opacity mainly supresses the flux in the ultraviolet, it causes a significant redistribution of flux toward longer wavelengths.
We perform three separate sets of fits. The first set of fits involves pure hydrogen models with T eff and log g as free parameters. The second set of fits uses mixed H/He models and assumes that the helium-to-hydrogen ratio is a free parameter as well. Both sets of fits use models with T eff ≥ 3500 K and log g = 7 − 9. Finally, the last set of fits were performed with blackbody SEDs. Kowalski & Saumon (2006) demonstrated that pure helium atmosphere white dwarfs have SEDs similar to blackbodies, therefore if any of our targets have pure helium atmospheres, they should be best explained by the third set of fits.
Results
Figure 1 displays the optical and infrared SEDs (error bars) for 44 cool white dwarfs with T eff < 6000 K. Three of these stars (plotted at the end of the figure) are from the SDSS, and their photometry is in the SDSS ugriz and 2MASS JHK s system. The remaining 41 stars have BV RIJHK photometry available. The expected fluxes from synthetic photometry of pure hydrogen and mixed H/He white dwarf model atmospheres are shown as open and filled circles, respectively. Since the pure hydrogen or mixed H/He models reproduce the SEDs better than the blackbody SEDs, the blackbody fits are not shown in any of the panels except for WD 2251−070. This star is a DZ white dwarf. Excluding the B-band flux which is affected by the presence of metals in the photosphere, WD 2251−070 is the only object for which a blackbody SED is a better fit to the observed SED than pure hydrogen or mixed H/He models.
The differences between the pure hydrogen and mixed H/He models are not statistically significant for the majority of our targets. For example, the predicted SEDs for the pure H and mixed H/He solutions for WD 1656−062 are almost identical. One cannot differentiate between these two models based on the SED alone. WD 1656−062, like 19 other WDs in our sample, is a DA white dwarf. Bergeron et al. (2001) found that the pure hydrogen models are in good agreement with Hα spectroscopy of most stars in their (and our) sample. Therefore, we adopt the pure hydrogen atmosphere solutions for all DAs.
A 5% uncertainty in the K−band flux corresponds to a helium detection limit of He/H = 0.04, 0.36, and 2.14 for 4000, 5000, and 6000 K white dwarfs, respectively. Out of the 23 DC white dwarfs in our sample, 12 are best explained with mixed atmosphere models that have He/H ratios above this detection limit. Hence, we classify these white dwarfs as mixed H/He atmosphere objects. A few examples of the superior fits by mixed H/He fits include WD 0029−032, WD 0747+073B, WD 1313−198, WD 1444−174, and SDSS J0753+4230. The differences between the best-fit pure hydrogen and mixed H/He models are not significant for the remaining 11 DCs, and we assign pure hydrogen composition to them. The physical parameters of the best fit atmosphere solutions as well as the spectral types of our targets are presented in Table 2 .
Only one star in Table 2 is assigned a pure helium composition. This result was expected considering the work of Kowalski & Saumon (2006) , which has satisfactorily demonstrated that the optical and near-infrared colors of cool white dwarfs are explained fairly well with the new pure hydrogen models. Yet this result is surprising from an evolutionary point of view, since Tremblay & Bergeron (2008) demonstrated that 45% of white dwarfs in the range 7000 K > T eff > 5000 K have helium-rich atmospheres (with possible traces of hydrogen). The mixed H/He composition stars make up 27% of our sample. However, the helium to hydrogen ratio for these stars is on the order of unity. Our result presents an important challenge to understanding the spectral evolution of white dwarfs.
In any case, the choice of pure hydrogen or mixed H/He models do not have an important effect on understanding the mid-infrared flux distributions of cool white dwarfs. Figure 1 demonstrates that the main difference between the best-fit pure hydrogen and mixed H/He models is in the optical and near-infrared, and both sets of models agree in the mid-infrared. Moreover, it shows that our grid of models reproduce the observed SEDs well in the entire range from 0.4µm to 8µm. We do not find any significant mid-infrared flux deficits for these 44 cool white dwarfs. We now check to see how well the models are able to reproduce the observations. Tremblay & Bergeron (2007) found that the 12 cool white dwarfs that they analyzed were on average fainter by 2% in the 4.5 µm band, whereas they could fit the 8 µm photometry fairly well with their models. Debes et al. (2007) and Farihi et al. (2008a) found that the models reproduce the observed mid-infrared fluxes within 5%, slightly larger than the IRAC calibration uncertainty of 3% measured by Reach et al. (2005) . Figure 2 presents the ratio of observed to predicted fluxes in all 11 filters from our analysis using the pure hydrogen atmosphere fits. The IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8 µm bands are labeled as I1, I2, I3, and I4, respectively. Figure 3 shows the same ratios for the best-fit models to the SEDs (31 pure hydrogen and 12 mixed H/He atmosphere solutions given in Table 2 ). A comparison of Figure 2 with Figure 3 shows that the use of mixed H/He models for the 12 DCs improves the agreement between the observations and models. Instead of looking at how well the models can reproduce the observations just in the mid-infrared, testing the models in all filters gives us a better idea of how well the models work in general. The photometric uncertainties in V RI are 3% and in BJHK are 5% . Our photometric methods are consistent with those used for the IRAC absolute calibration (Reach et al. 2005) , and therefore the mid-infrared fluxes should be accurate to 3%. Table 3 presents the mean differences between the observed photometry and models for all filters. The pure hydrogen models are consistent with the observations within 6%. Excluding the IRAC 8µ band which has the lowest signal-to-noise ratio photometry, the best fit models are consistent with observations within 5%. Given the 3-5% uncertainty in the observations, we conclude that the optical, near-infrared, and IRAC photometry of cool white dwarfs are consistent with white dwarf model atmospheres.
Subtle systematic trends as a function of effective temperature are visible in Figure 2 and 3. Even though individual points in these trends are not statistically off the one-to-one line, having a relatively large sample of stars enables us to see these subtle effects. The B− band and IRAC2 differences are perhaps the most convincing of these trends. Understanding these trends is useful for improving the current model atmosphere calculations. The observed trend in the B−band is especially important as the B−band flux is mostly suppressed by the Ly α red wing opacity in cool white dwarf atmospheres. Due to the uncertainty in the H 2 −H potential energy surface and transition dipole moments, the Ly α profiles used in Kowalski & Saumon (2006) models are reliable up to 6000Å. Kowalski & Saumon (2006) extrapolated the Ly α profiles for longer wavelengths. The Ly α absorption dominates up to 4500Å for T eff = 5000 K white dwarfs. However, it is important up to 6000Å and 7000Å for T eff = 4500 K and 4000 K, respectively. Therefore, assuming that the other absorption mechanisms are correctly described in the models, the observed drift with T eff may indicate the need for extension of calculated Ly α profiles beyond λ > 6000Å. However, we do not exclude other mechanisms that may cause the observed systematic trends. Figure 4 shows four white dwarfs with Spitzer photometry that are perhaps affected by nearby bright stars. Similar to the other 44 stars presented in previous figures, the SEDs for these stars are also consistent with model predictions, and we do not find significant mid-infrared flux deficits.
The optical and infrared photometry and our IRS spectrum of the brightest target in our sample, the DA white dwarf Wolf 489, are presented in Figure 5 . The best fit model spectra with pure H and mixed H/He compositions are shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The main difference between these two models are in the optical and they predict the same flux distribution in the mid-infrared. The IRS spectrum is shown as a jagged line with error bars. Since Wolf 489 has a proper motion of ≈ 3.9
′′ yr −1 (Lépine & Shara 2005) , the IRS centering was not perfect, and the measured fluxes from the spectrum were a factor of six lower than the IRAC photometry. The centering problem resulted in lower signal-to-noise ratio data and low level fluctuations are visible in the spectrum. Since the IRS spectrum covers the IRAC 8µm band, we normalized it to match the 8µm photometry. A comparion of the best fit models and the observations shows that the observed IRS spectrum is entirely consistent with T eff ≈ 5000 K white dwarf models over the 5-15 µm range, further confirming our conclusion that the SEDs of cool white dwarfs are consistent with model predictions.
Ultracool White Dwarfs
White dwarfs with T eff thought to be below 4000 K are classified as ultracool. Ten years after the discovery of the first ultracool white dwarf LHS 3250 (Harris et al. 1999) , there are now more than a dozen known (see Gates et al. 2004; Harris et al. 2008 , and references therein). However, only a few of them have been studied in detail using optical and nearinfrared photometry and trigonometric parallax measurements (Bergeron & Leggett 2002 ). The main difference between cool and ultracool white dwarfs is that several of these ultracool white dwarfs show significant flux deficits in the near-infrared and even in the optical, which is most probably caused by the strong CIA absorption from H 2 in a dense, helium dominated atmosphere. The SEDs of these white dwarfs cannot be fit with any model atmospheres currently available.
LHS 1126 is not classified as an ultracool white dwarf since its optical colors are consistent with T eff = 5400 K (Bergeron et al. 1994 ). However, it also displays significant flux deficits in the near-and mid-infrared. A remaining question is whether all white dwarfs that display significant flux deficits in the near-infrared also display deficits in the mid-infrared or not. The importance of this question is that current CIA opacity calculations do not predict absorption in the mid-infrared. Therefore, finding several ultracool white dwarfs with mid-infrared flux deficits would mean that there is a missing opacity source in current white dwarf atmosphere models.
Three ultracool white dwarfs were included in our sample, LHS 3250, CE 51, and WD 0346+246. Unfortunately, WD 0346+246 was blended with a brighter source in the IRAC images and we could not recover its photometry. Spitzer photometry of CE 51 is also affected by a very bright nearby star. assigned a temperature of 2730 K to CE 51 based on its optical photometry. Extending our models down to 2500 K, and including the IRAC photometry in our fits does not change the best-fit temperature much. We find a best-fit solution of 2660 K for a pure hydrogen composition. However, the best-fit model is not a good representation of the optical and mid-infrared photometry. Since our IRAC photometry is questionable for this star, we cannot draw any other conclusions at this time.
LHS 3250 was close to an extended source in our IRAC images, however we are able to recover the photometry using a 2 pixel aperture. LHS 3250 is quite faint in the mid-infrared. From the BCD frames, we measure average fluxes of 7.0 ± 1.7, 5.8 ± 2.3, 8.1 ± 4.9, and 13 ± 6.4 µJy in the 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8 µm bands, respectively. Using the combined mosaic images, we measure 7.0, 6.0, 6.1, and 10.7 µJy in the same bands, respectively. Photometry from the BCD frames and the mosaic frames are consistent within the errors. The LHS 3250 SED compared to the best fit mixed H/He atmosphere model is shown in the top panel in Figure 7 . The effect of CIA opacity is clearly seen in the models; there is a big dip in the predicted fluxes up to about 3 µm due to H 2 1-0 dipole absorption centered at 2.4 µm. The models obviously fail to reproduce the observations in all bands. As in previous attempts by other authors (Harris et al. 1999; Bergeron & Leggett 2002) , the SED cannot be explained with current white dwarf model atmospheres.
The bottom panel in Figure 7 compares the LHS 3250 SED with LHS 1126. We normalized the LHS 1126 SED to match LHS 3250 in the B−band. Since LHS 1126 is more than an order of magnitude brighter, its infrared fluxes are more accurate. The infrared portion of the LHS 1126 SED is best fit with a power law index of −1.99. On the other hand, the infrared portion of the LHS 3250 SED, excluding the 5.8 and 8 µm photometry due to large error bars, fits a power law index of −2.07. However, the power law fit is not as good a fit as for LHS 1126. The fluxes measured between 3.6 and 8 µm are consistent with each other within the errors.
Discussion

Cool White Dwarf Atmospheres in the Infrared
We now have extended the earlier work on Spitzer observations of cool white dwarfs (Kilic et al. 2006a (Kilic et al. , 2008a down to 4000 K using a well studied sample of nearby white dwarfs. Our fits to the BV RIJHK and 3.6 − 8µm photometry of ≈50 cool white dwarfs show that current state of the art white dwarf model atmospheres are able to reproduce the observations within 5%. The only exception to this is LHS 1126, which shows significant flux deficits in the mid-infrared compared to the models. In addition, our models are not able to explain the observed optical and infrared SED of the ultracool white dwarf LHS 3250. More theoretical work on understanding the properties of dense helium-rich, mixed H/He white dwarf atmospheres is probably needed to understand the spectra of stars like this. A comparison of the SEDs for LHS 1126 and LHS 3250 shows that a power law may explain the infrared flux distributions of both stars, however, the LHS 3250 SED shows evidence of a flat or increasing mid-infrared flux distribution, and therefore its SED remains puzzling. Obtaining higher quality mid-infrared data for LHS 3250 and extending the wavelength coverage further to the red will be important in understanding LHS 3250 and other ultracool white dwarf atmospheres. This will be possible with the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) on the James Webb Space Telescope.
Infrared Excess from Dust Disks
Previous ground-and space-based studies of metal-rich white dwarfs showed that ≈20% of hydrogen atmosphere white dwarfs with T eff ≥ 7400 K display infrared excesses from dust disks (see Kilic et al. 2008b , and references therein). However, the majority of these disks are found around stars hotter than 10000 K and younger than 1 Gyr. The fraction of dusty white dwarfs goes down to 1-3% for previous Spitzer observations of ≈200 white dwarfs with somewhat less metallicity bias (Farihi et al. 2008b ). Mullally et al. (2007) found 2 dusty stars out of 124 white dwarfs, corresponding to a fraction of 1.6 +2.1 −0.5 %. Assuming optically thick and flat disk models, these disks are within 1R ⊙ of white dwarfs (Jura et al. 2007; von Hippel et al. 2007 ). An important step in understanding the formation and evolution of these disks is the disk lifetimes and whether the dust can survive for the lifetime of the white dwarf or not.
Previous Spitzer observations of white dwarfs targeted mostly stars with T eff > 6000 K and ages younger than 2 Gyr. Extending the temperature limit down to 4000 K corresponds to extending the ages up to 9 Gyr for typical 0.6 M ⊙ white dwarfs (Bergeron et al. 1995) .
Excluding the ultracool white dwarfs from our sample, none of the 48 cool white dwarfs (Figure 1 and 4) in our sample shows excess infrared radiation from disks. However, cooler stellar effective temperatures would mean that if disks are present, they will be substantially cooler than the disks around warmer white dwarfs. For example, if we take the disk around G29-38 as a prototype and put it around a 5000 K white dwarf, the disk would have an inner temperature of ≈ 600 K and an outer temperature of 350 K. Figure 8 shows several flat disk models (Jura 2003 ) for a 5000 K white dwarf at 20 pc. The solid line shows the total flux expected from the photosphere of a 5000 K white dwarf and a disk with an inclination angle 45 o and the same inner-outer radii as G29-38. The short-dashed line shows the flux expected from a disk further away from the star, with parameters similar to G166−58 (Farihi et al. 2008a) . The other dashed and dashed-dotted lines show the differences in disk emission depending on the inner radii of the disks. Here we only explore the disks out to 1.2 R ⊙ as it corresponds to the Roche limit for typical white dwarfs Farihi et al. 2008a) . Adopting an accuracy of 5% in the Spitzer IRAC bands, the solid horizontal line shows 3σ excess above the photospheric emission at 8µm. It is evident from this figure that, if disks survive for several billion years or if they are replenished, they should be detected in our IRAC observations if the inner radii of the disks are smaller than 0.5 R ⊙ . Colder disks with larger inner radii would be visible at longer wavelengths.
Non-detection of disks around our 48 targets means that the frequency of warm disks around cool white dwarfs is 0.8 −5.7 ± 3.7 −6.0 ± 0.7 −4.9 ± 3.7 −5.2 ± 0.7 V +1.5 ± 2.7 +1.3 ± 0.4 +0.9 ± 2.2 +0.8 ± 0.4 R +3.8 ± 3.2 +3.6 ± 0.5 +2.8 ± 2.8 +2.7 ± 0.5 I +2.9 ± 4.3 +2.5 ± 0.5 +1.6 ± 3.6 +1.4 ± 0.4 J +6.0 ± 4.4 +5.7 ± 0.8 +5.0 ± 5.3 +4.5 ± 0.8 H −0.9 ± 6.5 −1.8 ± 0.8 +0.7 ± 5.0 +0.2 ± 0.8 K −0.9 ± 6.6 −1.9 ± 0.8 +1.8 ± 5.1 +1.4 ± 0.8 IRAC1 −2.0 ± 4.2 −2.5 ± 0.5 −1.1 ± 3.6 −1.5 ± 0.5 IRAC2 −5.0 ± 4.6 −4.6 ± 0.5 −4.5 ± 4.4 −4.2 ± 0.5 IRAC3 −0.1 ± 30.6 −3.1 ± 1.3 −0.1 ± 30.6 −3.0 ± 1.3 IRAC4 −5.7 ± 21.1 −11.4 ± 1.6 −6.3 ± 20.3 −11.6 ± 1.6 The predicted flux distributions of a 5000 K white dwarf (dotted line) and hypthetical disks at different distances from the star. The inclination angle is fixed at 45 o . The inner and outer radii of the disks are labeled in the figure. The thick solid line marks 3σ detection limit at 8µm assuming a photometric accuracy of 5%.
